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Introduction
 

 
The process of Improvement Planning in Kentucky is used as the means of determining how schools and districts will plan to

ensure that students reach proficiency and beyond by 2015.  The process focuses school and district improvement efforts on

student needs by bringing together all stakeholders to plan for improvement, by focusing planning efforts on priority needs and

closing achievement gaps between subgroups of students, by building upon school and district capacity for high quality

planning, and by making connections between the funds that flow into the district and the priority needs in schools. Your

school's plans for improvement must be based on careful and honest analysis of data, address all content areas, and clearly

address gaps in student achievement.  
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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning.

 

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and

challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school

perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it

provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
Sorgho School serves 461 students preschool through fifth grade in western Daviess County. Even though our school is located in a rural

area, we serve city neighborhoods within the Owensboro area making this a diverse community school.  We currently employ 31 certified

staff members and 85 total employees.  We house two Emotional Behavior Disorder Units, one self-contained unit and one PASS integration

program, servicing the west side of Daviess County.  Sorgho has four preschool classrooms that service west Daviess County preschool

students with disabilities as well as low income and tuition based students.  Our diverse population includes 56% free and reduced lunch as

well as a diverse ELL population that includes Burmese, Hispanic, Indian, and Chinese.  We currently qualify for three full time resource

teachers, one part time resource teacher and one full time speech therapist and one part time therapist due to over 22% of our students

identified as needing an IEP for special education.  The Sorgho School community has undergone two major redistricting initiatives in the last

six years. In 2012-2013 a new principal and new staff developer were employed and the assistant principal position was eliminated due to

change in enrollment.  These factors have impacted the school environment and culture;  Sorgho is working diligently to create a new sense

of unity as a school community.     
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
The purpose of Sorgho School is to prepare students to thrive in the 21st century. Our mission statement reads, "The mission of Sorgho

Elementary School is to promote student achievement by setting high standards and providing every learning opportunity necessary for our

students to be successful lifelong learners.  We do this so our students may achieve their goals and thrive in the 21st century."  We believe

that every child can be a successful citizen in the 21st century.  It is our job to prepare them for that success. 

In Fall of 2012, we began our journey as a Leader in Me School.  A Leader in Me School believes that teaching the Seven Habits of Highly

Effective People by Stephen R. Covey will help prepare our students for success in the 21st century.  It is a process, not a program, in which

the school develops a ubiquitous approach to embed the Seven Habits of Highly Effective People into all aspects of the school day, in both

academic and non-academic settings.  The Seven Habits include:  be proactive, begin with the end in mind, put first things first, think win-win,

seek first to understand then to be understood, synergize, and sharpen the saw.   In fall of 2013, our teachers received year 2 training in

Leader in Me and has implemented Wildly Important Goals (WIGs), in which students set a personal and academic goal to work to reach

each nine weeks of the school year.  Sorgho also has school goals to increase attendance, complete work in a timely manner,  and

performance in math and reading on district assessments. For the past two years, students participated with their parents in student-led

parent teacher conferences. The goal is to increase student ownership in their learning. Our school is working toward the goal of becoming a

Lighthouse School in the spring of 2015, which means a school recognized by the I am a Leader Foundation as a model school of the Leader

in Me process.  We will continue to have our staff participate in the Leader in Me trainings and embed the concepts into our daily operations

of the school.

We are currently working to continue to meet academic goals for Unbridled Learning as well as school and district data initiatives on student

performance.  These goals include performance of at least proficient in Unbridled Learning, as well as a long-term goal of 80% of our

students on grade level and making a year's worth of growth according to Measures of Academic Progress (MAP).  To achieve these goals,

we employ several programs and resources, including differentiated grouping, use of  Title I and ESS Daytime Waiver instructional assistants

for small intensive groups, Lexia reading,Compass Learning, Earobics, Reading Recovery, Comprehensive Intervention Model (CIM) reading

intervention, Number Corner and Bridges conceptual math program in primary, and Journeys Reading Series.  We also employ Professional

Learning Communities Meetings on a weekly basis, thanks to our district's Discovery Team that works to bring the arts and humanities to our

students' education. We use these meetings to make data driven decisions for student progress and growth. Additionally, horizontal and

vertical teams work together to analyze the Common Core Standards and Kentucky Core Content for planning curriculum.

 

At Sorgho, we have a daily motto we all work to live by:  I am...ready to learn!  I will....do my best!  We will...finish strong!   
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
In the last 3 years, Sorgho Elementary School has made all No Child Left Behind Goals and has continued that success with being a

proficient school in the 2012, 2013, and 2014 KPREP Unbridled Learning Report.  We have placed a great deal of emphasis on improving

our overall scores in the areas of reading and math and plan to continue that focus along with a deeper focus on implementing a writing

curriculum.

In 2014 , our CSIP goal included scoring proficient or better as a school on KPREP testing in Spring of 2014.  Sorgho school achieved this

goal, ranking in the 80th percentile with a score of 72.  Additional academic goals included having 76% students above the 50%ile on Spring

2013 MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) testing in reading and 75% in math.  Sorgho did not meet the reading goal, with 75% of our

students above the 50%ile on MAP Spring reading.  In math, our school met the 75% goal, with 76% in math on grade level according to

Spring 2014 MAP.  In reading growth, the school CSIP goal was for 73% of our students K-5 to make a year's worth of growth in reading; we

fell short on this goal with a score of 63.9% of our students making a year's growth according to MAP. Sorgho also had a spring MAP math

goal for growth of 79% and did not reach this goal, with 77.2% making a year's worth of growth.  In the fall of 2014 we implemented new

reading programs K-5 as well as additional math in P2 that we hope will increase these areas. We also are working on data analysis to find

our areas of focus for needs assessment.

 

An additional goal of the 2014 CSIP was in the area of combined reading and math proficiency.  The goal was to move from 54.7% to 64.4%

in Spring 2014 KPREP. Sorgho achieved this goal, scoring 65.6. We are currently participating in data analysis systems from the Kid-Friendly

Learning Project with Race to the Top Funding in order to drill down to specific students to work to improve proficiency, specifically looking at

gap and growth needs. A final KPREP goal was to increase achievement for all student groups in school so that the gap decreases from

56.8% to 46.3%.  Sorgho did not reach this goal, but did get close, scoring at 47%, an improvement.  We continue to work on increasing gap

achievement by being more aware of gap students and their needs and reteaching as necessary.

 

A final goal for the 2014 CSIP was student and staff leadership development.  This goal is a continued in progress goal, however, we made

significant progress in 2014 with Leader in Me.  Our school has implemented all necessary strategies from Leader in Me from the two year

training timeline and is now developing with the support of a Leader in Me Lighthouse Coach.  With the significant progress we have made,

we feel we will be ready for Lighthouse Review in Spring 2015 as planned.
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
Sorgho is proud to be a 2007 National Blue Ribbon School and a Leader in Me School.  We continue to strive for excellence beyond

expectations.  Our daily motto reflects the vision and beliefs we have about learning and preparing for life:  I am...ready to learn!  I will...do

my best!  We will... finish strong! 
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Overview

 
Plan Name

 
Sorgho CSIP 2015

 
Plan Description

 
SES CSIP plan running Jan 2015-through Dec 2015
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Goals Summary

 

The following is a summary of the goals encompassed in this plan. The details for each goal are available in the next section. 

# Goal Name Goal Details Goal Type Total Funding
1 MAP 80/80--Growth in Reading Objectives:	1

Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Academic $1500

2 MAP 80/80--Growth in Math Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Academic $4500

3 Unbridled Learning Status Objectives:	1
Strategies:	2
Activities:	2

Organizational $2000

4 MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Reading Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Academic $1000

5 MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Math Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Academic $0

6 Student and Staff Leadership Development Objectives:	1
Strategies:	2
Activities:	3

Organizational $8000

7 GAP Group Achievement Objectives:	1
Strategies:	2
Activities:	2

Organizational $2000

8 Combined Reading and Math Proficiency Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $1000
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Goal 1: MAP 80/80--Growth in Reading

 

Strategy 1:  
Literacy Framework - Sorgho School staff will participate in professional learning communities, professional development, faculty meetings, etc. to learn about best

practices in reading instruction.  A literacy framework of common instructional practices will then be implemented to promote student achievement in reading. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 
Research Cited: Visible Learning by John Hattie p. 129- 141 notes strategies for reading with highest effects and notes that a literacy framework that first attends to the

visual and auditory perceptual skills followed by a combination of vocabulary, comprehension, and phonics instruction with repeated reading opportunities is the most

powerful set of instructional methods. 

Goal 2: MAP 80/80--Growth in Math

 

Strategy 1:  
Embedded Instruction - By embedding multiple math standards throughout instruction, students will gain permanent knowledge. This will be done through our continued

use and purchase of the Number Corner and Bridges math programs. 
Category:  
Research Cited: According to William N. Bender in Differentiating Math Instruction:  Strategies that Work for K-8 Classrooms, "Teachers should be teaching the same

content numberous times, in a variety of ways, using novel teaching approaches that capture students' attention, and offer a variety of learning opportunities tied to

various intelligences."  Additionally, he states, "Because students learn best when presented with the same concept repeatedly in various contexts, the big ideas within

the mathematics  curriculum whould be repeatedly stressed in different contexts." 

Measurable Objective 1:
64% of Kindergarten, First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in English Language Arts by
05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment.

Activity - Best Practices in Reading Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will participate in PLCs, faculty meetings, teacher observations,
and professional development to better understand the best practices of
reading instruction to promote student achievement in reading.

Professional
Learning

01/09/2015 12/11/2015 $1500 GRECC Race
to the Top

Principal, staff
developer,
teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
77% of Kindergarten, First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as
measured by Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment.
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Goal 3: Unbridled Learning Status

 

Strategy 1:  
Responding to Learning - Teachers will increase their knowledge about the importance of students responding to their learning in written form and learn types of

feedback that are most effective in increasing student learning.  
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Visible Learning Meta-Analyses Hattie p. 177- "If feedback is directed at the right level it can assist students to comprehend, engage, or develop

effective strategies to process the information intended...feedback needs to be clear, purposeful, meaningful and compatible with students' prior knowledge and proved

logical connections."

Results Now- Schmoker p. 96-"The dramatic writing-improvement  stories I have learned of and written about were a result of lessons that included continuous

explanation, examples, practice, and feedback...including self-feedback...where students were taught, carefully and explicitly how to use rubrics to evaluate their own

work." 

Strategy 2:  
Knowledge of Content - Teachers will work collaboratively to study and align new standards of content areas in order to help students reach proficiency. 
Category: Professional Learning & Support 
Research Cited: In Results Now, Schmoker notes, "a guaranteed and viable curriculum" is essential to student achievement (p.39). 

Activity - Implementation of Number Corner and Bridges Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Sorgho staff will continue to implement Number Corner and Bridges math
at K, P1 and P2.  In 2014-2015, we will purchase and implement the
strategies at P3.

Direct
Instruction

01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $4500 Title I
Schoolwide

Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to achieve a minimum of Proficient status by 05/31/2015 as measured by Unbridled Learning:  College/Career Readiness for All state accountability
systems.

Activity - Response to Student Answers and Feedback Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

After receiving training on best feedback practices and techniques for
questioning, students will participate in written responses and chart their
performance, with the eventual goal of self assessment. Teachers will
provide meaningful feedback to promote student achievement through
rubrics and scoring criteria.

Direct
Instruction

01/20/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 General Fund Staff
developer,
teachers,
principal

Activity - PD on new standards Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Goal 4: MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Reading

 

Strategy 1:  
Vocabulary Instruction - By implementing specific vocabulary instruction and research based instructional practices, students will increase vocabulary in all Tiers of

language, thus improving student achievement. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Robert J. Marzano's "What Works in Schools"  supports the increase in vocabulary as a way to increase student acheivement:  "The relationship

between vocabulary knowledge and academic achievement is also well established....William Nagy and Patricia Herman (1984) estimated the difference to be

anywhere between 4,500 and 5,400 words for low versus high-achievement students." 

Goal 5: MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Math

 

Strategy 1:  
Data Analysis - Teachers will participate in MAP data analysis to determine specific needs of students. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: In Learning By Doing  by Richard and Rebecca DuFour, they state from research, "Schools and districts that focus on results by creating specific

learning goals for students and monitoring learning on a timely, systematic basis are more effective in raising student achievement."  (p.150). 

Teachers will participate in gaining understanding and alignment of and
implementation plan for Next Generation Science Standards and new
Social Studies Standards to improve student achievement.

Professional
Learning

02/02/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 General Fund Principal, staff
developer,
teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
78% of Kindergarten, First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in English Language Arts by 05/31/2015
as measured by Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment.

Activity - Vocabulary Instruction Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will recieve professional development on best practices in
increasing student vocabulary then implement in direct instruction in the
classroom.

Direct
Instruction

02/06/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 General Fund Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
78% of Kindergarten, First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as
measured by Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment.
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Goal 6: Student and Staff Leadership Development

 

Strategy 1:  
Leader in Me Continued Implementation - Teachers and staff will continue to work with the Covey Foundation to become a Leader in Me Lighthouse School through

trainings and individualized school design for implementation. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Research from elementary schools across the globe show increase in three major areas as a result of implementation of the Leader in Me:  core

academics, 21st century life skills, and culture.  A.B. Combs Elementary School, the inaugural Leader in Me school, had test scores in academics rise from 87%  to

94% of all students passing end of grade test in only the first full year of implementation. (The Leader in Me by Stephen R. Covey) 

Activity - Differentiated Instruction Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

After completing MAP data boards analysis from Winter MAP testing,
teachers will identify students in the 50-75%ile for weakest areas and make
a plan for instruction to improve student achievement in weakest areas of
performance.

Direct
Instruction

01/14/2015 05/22/2015 $0 No Funding
Required

Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to  become a Leader in Me Lighthouse School and model school there after by 03/06/2015 as measured by the review provided by  the Covey Foundation.

Activity - Seven Habits Implementation Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers and staff will continue to  implement the Leader in Me process at
Sorgho through embedding the Seven Habits into instruction and daily
activities to create a ubiquitous environment.  Core Lighthouse team will
meet with Lighthouse Coach from Covey Foundation to report on progress
towards implementation goals and work with staff to make adjustments as
needed. Formal Review from the Franklin Covey Team will take place in
early February and final reports delivered by March 6th. Once Lighthouse
Status is reached, Sorgho will continue to implement Leader in Me and be
a model school that mentors other schools in the process through site visits
and Leadership Days.

Academic
Support
Program

07/22/2013 12/11/2015 $3000 Race to the
Top

Principal,
Core
Lighthouse
Team
Members,
Staff
members

Activity - Analyze Data Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Data from KY TELL survey and FRYSC Surveys will be analyzed in
Lighthouse Leader in Me Meetings, Faculty meetings, and FRC Council
meetings to determine further needs with behavior program, positive
school culture, parent involvement and leadership development. Activities
will be planned and implemented based on this analysis.

Behavioral
Support
Program

01/03/2015 12/11/2015 $4000 Other,
FRYSC

Principal,
Lighthouse
Core Team,
FRC
Coordinator
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Strategy 2:  
Arts and Humanities Integration  - Arts and Humanities will be planned as an elective class during a 9 week period. 
Category: Integrated Methods for Learning 
Research Cited: Hattie Meta Analyses p. 144 notes that studying the arts may lead to greater engagement in schooling, which in turn leads to greater academic

achievement. 

Goal 7: GAP Group Achievement

 

Strategy 1:  
Parent and Community Engagement - Principal will collaborate with district and community members to promote positive school and community relations. 
Category: Stakeholder Engagement 
Research Cited: Ruby Payne 

Strategy 2:  
Targeting GAP students - Teachers will target GAP students by identifying missing conceptual understandings through multiple assessments followed by instructional

groupings to impact achievement. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 

Activity - Arts and Humanities Elective for Sharpen the Saw Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Sorgho will organize one 9 week session of Sharpen the Saw time as
electives centered around studying and creating work in an arts and
humanities area.  This 9 week session will include rubrics and offer
opportunities for self assessment.

Academic
Support
Program

10/19/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 Grant Funds Principal,
FRC
coordinator,
PE and Music
Teacher,
Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to increase achievement for all student groups in school so that the achievement gap decreases from 47% to 60.5% of students not reaching proficiency by
05/31/2015 as measured by K-PREP.

Activity - Sorgho Community Awareness Initiative Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

A group of school, district, and community members will meet as needed to
discuss community issues and design activities to promote parent and
community involvement and evaluate impact of these efforts. Family
Resource Coordinator will collaborate with PTO to provide at least bi-
monthly opportunities for parent involvement at school.

Community
Engagement

01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 FRYSC, Title
I Schoolwide

Principal,
Family
Resource
Coordinator,
PTO Board,
Ceritfied Staff
Members
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Research Cited: Visible Learning Meta Analyses p. 95 notes that small group learning for short periods of time based on needs and completion of task can increase

student achievement. 

Goal 8: Combined Reading and Math Proficiency

 

Strategy 1:  
Instructional Planning, Delivery and Reflection - Through TPGES, OPGES, PPGES,  faculty meetings, and PLC meetings, certified staff will continue to develop in

professional practices to increase student achievement. 
Category: Continuous Improvement 
Research Cited: Marzano and the DuFours consistently discuss the importance of focused instruction on common goals and measurement of those goals.  The Dufours

write, "The premise that every teacher must know what he or she must teach and what students must learn is found in virtually every school improvement model."

(Learning by Doing, p. 50) Marzano states, "The first school-level factor that has the greatest impact on student achievement is providing students with a guaranteed

and viable curriculum." (What Works in Schools, p. 22)  

Activity - GAP Analysis Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will take current units of math study and analyze pre-test and
MAP Rit Bands to understand areas of focus, particularly for middle
percentile (50-75%) students.  This will lead to more focused instruction for
student achievement.

Academic
Support
Program

01/21/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 GRECC Race
to the Top

Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to increase the average combined reading and math proficiency target from 65.6% to 68.9% by 05/31/2015 as measured by K-PREP.

Activity - T-PGES /OPGES/PPGES training, implementation, and
evaluation procedures

Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

All certified staff will participate in their area of work for evaluation
effectiveness:  TPGES, OPGES (pilot), and PPGES.  By participating in the
evaluation process set by state and district guidelines, student
achievement is impacted from professional improvement of certified staff.

Professional
Learning

08/06/2014 12/18/2015 $1000 General Fund Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers,
Other
Certified
Professionals
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Activity Summary by Funding Source

 
Below is a breakdown of your activities by funding source

 
Other

Title I Schoolwide

Race to the Top

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Analyze Data Data from KY TELL survey and FRYSC Surveys will be
analyzed in Lighthouse Leader in Me Meetings, Faculty
meetings, and FRC Council meetings to determine further
needs with behavior program, positive school culture,
parent involvement and leadership development. Activities
will be planned and implemented based on this analysis.

Behavioral
Support
Program

01/03/2015 12/11/2015 $3000 Principal,
Lighthouse
Core Team,
FRC
Coordinator

Total $3000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Implementation of Number
Corner and Bridges

Sorgho staff will continue to implement Number Corner and
Bridges math at K, P1 and P2.  In 2014-2015, we will
purchase and implement the strategies at P3.

Direct
Instruction

01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $4500 Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Sorgho Community
Awareness Initiative

A group of school, district, and community members will
meet as needed to discuss community issues and design
activities to promote parent and community involvement
and evaluate impact of these efforts. Family Resource
Coordinator will collaborate with PTO to provide at least bi-
monthly opportunities for parent involvement at school.

Community
Engagement

01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $500 Principal,
Family
Resource
Coordinator,
PTO Board,
Ceritfied Staff
Members

Total $5000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible
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FRYSC

Grant Funds

Seven Habits Implementation Teachers and staff will continue to  implement the Leader in
Me process at Sorgho through embedding the Seven Habits
into instruction and daily activities to create a ubiquitous
environment.  Core Lighthouse team will meet with
Lighthouse Coach from Covey Foundation to report on
progress towards implementation goals and work with staff
to make adjustments as needed. Formal Review from the
Franklin Covey Team will take place in early February and
final reports delivered by March 6th. Once Lighthouse
Status is reached, Sorgho will continue to implement
Leader in Me and be a model school that mentors other
schools in the process through site visits and Leadership
Days.

Academic
Support
Program

07/22/2013 12/11/2015 $3000 Principal,
Core
Lighthouse
Team
Members,
Staff
members

Total $3000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Sorgho Community
Awareness Initiative

A group of school, district, and community members will
meet as needed to discuss community issues and design
activities to promote parent and community involvement
and evaluate impact of these efforts. Family Resource
Coordinator will collaborate with PTO to provide at least bi-
monthly opportunities for parent involvement at school.

Community
Engagement

01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $500 Principal,
Family
Resource
Coordinator,
PTO Board,
Ceritfied Staff
Members

Analyze Data Data from KY TELL survey and FRYSC Surveys will be
analyzed in Lighthouse Leader in Me Meetings, Faculty
meetings, and FRC Council meetings to determine further
needs with behavior program, positive school culture,
parent involvement and leadership development. Activities
will be planned and implemented based on this analysis.

Behavioral
Support
Program

01/03/2015 12/11/2015 $1000 Principal,
Lighthouse
Core Team,
FRC
Coordinator

Total $1500

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Arts and Humanities Elective
for Sharpen the Saw

Sorgho will organize one 9 week session of Sharpen the
Saw time as electives centered around studying and
creating work in an arts and humanities area.  This 9 week
session will include rubrics and offer opportunities for self
assessment.

Academic
Support
Program

10/19/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 Principal,
FRC
coordinator,
PE and Music
Teacher,
Teachers

Total $1000
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No Funding Required

General Fund

GRECC Race to the Top

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Differentiated Instruction After completing MAP data boards analysis from Winter
MAP testing, teachers will identify students in the 50-75%ile
for weakest areas and make a plan for instruction to
improve student achievement in weakest areas of
performance.

Direct
Instruction

01/14/2015 05/22/2015 $0 Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Total $0

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

PD on new standards Teachers will participate in gaining understanding and
alignment of and implementation plan for Next Generation
Science Standards and new Social Studies Standards to
improve student achievement.

Professional
Learning

02/02/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 Principal, staff
developer,
teachers

T-PGES /OPGES/PPGES
training, implementation, and
evaluation procedures

All certified staff will participate in their area of work for
evaluation effectiveness:  TPGES, OPGES (pilot), and
PPGES.  By participating in the evaluation process set by
state and district guidelines, student achievement is
impacted from professional improvement of certified staff.

Professional
Learning

08/06/2014 12/18/2015 $1000 Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers,
Other
Certified
Professionals

Vocabulary Instruction Teachers will recieve professional development on best
practices in increasing student vocabulary then implement
in direct instruction in the classroom.

Direct
Instruction

02/06/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Response to Student
Answers and Feedback

After receiving training on best feedback practices and
techniques for questioning, students will participate in
written responses and chart their performance, with the
eventual goal of self assessment. Teachers will provide
meaningful feedback to promote student achievement
through rubrics and scoring criteria.

Direct
Instruction

01/20/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 Staff
developer,
teachers,
principal

Total $4000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

GAP Analysis Teachers will take current units of math study and analyze
pre-test and MAP Rit Bands to understand areas of focus,
particularly for middle percentile (50-75%) students.  This
will lead to more focused instruction for student
achievement.

Academic
Support
Program

01/21/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 Principal,
Staff
Developer,
Teachers
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Best Practices in Reading Teachers will participate in PLCs, faculty meetings, teacher
observations, and professional development to better
understand the best practices of reading instruction to
promote student achievement in reading.

Professional
Learning

01/09/2015 12/11/2015 $1500 Principal, staff
developer,
teachers

Total $2500
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KDE Needs Assessment 
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Introduction
 
The purpose of the School Needs Assessment is to use data and information to prioritize allocation of resources and activities.
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Data Analysis

 

 

 
What question(s) are you trying to answer with the data and information provided to you? What does the data/information tell you?

What does the data/information not tell you? 
 
Sorgho stakeholders used a variety of data to complete analysis:

-	Ky Tell Survey

-	KPREP Scores- both overall and individual, specifically looking at Gap and Growth area needs

-	MAP data- specifically looking at individual weak areas and noting patterns over grades and in students who met growth and students who

did not meet growth.

Sorgho Staff completed analysis using the Data Retreat Process taught by GRECC using Kid Friendly Project Facilitators from Race to the

Top Funding for all student score analysis (KPREP and MAP). This process included the following questions:

1.	What data set will you look at?  Create a chart

2.	How can you present the data in a graph?  Create a graph.

3.	What observations can you make from your chart and graphs?  Use facts and numbers.

4.	What hypothesis can you make from your observations?  Why do you think those numbers are the way they are? We think….is due to ….

5.	What connections can you make?  What should we focus on based on your conclusions? We must… in order to…

6.	From these connections, as a staff, we formed large areas of focus and used a planning process to prioritize areas of focus and strategies

to implement.

For the Ky Tell Survey, we used last year's analysis (since this is an every 2 yr survey) as well as a suggestions for improvement list creation

from faculty meeting sessions.
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Areas of Strengths

 

 

 
What were the areas of strength you noted? What actions are you implementing to sustain the areas of strength? What is there

cause to celebrate? 
 
Areas of strength from the Ky Tell Survey conducted in 2013 included safety, communication with the community, utilizing data, and staff

satisfaction.  94% of staff surveyed feel our school is a safe environment conducive to learning.  92% feel we have good communication with

the community and that we spend time analyzing and utilizing data. Several aspects add to staff satisfaction, as 92% feel that teachers are

trusted to make instructional decisions, 91.4% feel there is an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect in this school, and 100% of our staff

plan to continue working at Sorgho. 

 

In MAP analysis, strengths to note from our 2014 spring scores is our continued on- grade level improvements.  In spring of 2013, 74% of our

students were on grade level in reading according to MAP.  In spring of 2013, we improved to 75% on grade level in reading, meeting our

district goal.  Math improved as well in on grade level growth, as in 2013 73% of our students were on grade level and we improved to 76%,

meeting the district goal.

 

In KPREP, we made improvements in achievement, gap, and growth areas. In overall achievement, we increased from 77.8 to 84.5.  In

achievement areas, we increased our scores in reading from 67.2 in 2013 to 83.4 in 2014; in math, we improved from 74.8 in 2013 to 84.0 in

2014.  We also maintained 100 in achievement in science as well as greatly improved our writing scores, moving from 60.4 in 2013 to 81.9 in

2014.  In gap group achievement, we increased our score from 48.6 to 51.4.  In gap performance areas, reading increased from 39.6 to 52.5,

math from 46.8 to 53.5, and writing increased from 31.6 to 44.4.

 

To continue to sustain these areas of strength, we are employing a number of strategies.  One, we continue to focus on the focal points from

the common core at each grade level for high level of mastery in certain areas of math.  Two, we have implemented Lucy Calkins units of

study in the area of writing to continue to improve in these areas.  In MAP, we continue to offer a variety of intervention strategies and use

the RTI process to help more students reach grade level status.  For the Ky Tell survey, the administrative team continues to foster a sense

of trust and collaboration by inviting staff input on decisions, making the work place as inviting as possible, and placing staff in leadership

roles whenever feasible.
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Opportunities for Improvement

 

 

 
What were areas in need of improvement? What plans are you making to improve the areas of need? 
 
In looking at the data, we found several areas for improvement. The biggest areas for improvement from looking at Ky Tell Survey

information included increasing parent involvement and minimizing interruptions during the school day.  To increase parent involvement we

collaborate in Title I, Family Resource, and grant initiatives to offer activities at least once a month for parent involvement.  In minimizing

interruptions, we work hard to schedule activities that change schedule on specific dates and times that best suit the school's learning needs.

In teacher decision making, the administrative staff surveys the staff in a variety of ways for input and forms committees when needed. The

school also employs a school Lighthouse Team that has a representative from each grade level and area of the school to offer input in

design of school operations and functions.

 

In looking at MAP data, students making a year worth of growth in reading and math is a priority. In both reading and math, our school did not

reach their district goal for improvement.  In 2014, our goal was to have 73 % of students making a year of growth in reading according to

MAP, and we stayed virtually the same.   In math, we made an improvement, from 74.2%to 77.2%, but still fell short of our goal of 79%.

Teachers participated in deeper data analysis of areas of weakness from spring 2014 data and will do the same with Winter 2015 data to get

areas of focus.

 

In looking at KPREP scores, growth and gap areas continue to be a focus.  Reading is a priority area for growth for Sorgho, as we recognize

that reading affects other content areas as well. Our growth in reading dropped from 60.9 in 2013 to 58.5 in 2014.  We also dropped in math

growth from 64.7 to 57.7.  We must focus on not only how to maintain proficient status from one year to the next or move students from

apprentice to proficient, but also focus on the depth of the common core standards for that grade level so full growth may occur.  We also

plan to include building a literacy framework through understanding of what good literacy instruction looks like and vocabulary building into

our 2015 CSIP plan.  This should also increase multiple content areas.  Social studies and on-demand writing are also areas for

improvement.  Planning of social studies units needs to become more vertical throughout our school. Our entire school also plans to continue

focus on on-demand writing at all grade levels with the literacy design collaborative model, Lucy Calkins materials, and district literacy

continuum.
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Conclusion

 

 

 
Reflect on your answers provided in the previous sections. What are your next steps in addressing areas of concern? 
 
Our next steps for improvement would be to focus on the following and design a plan for each that will be carried out through CSIP:

1.	Identify Gap students areas of weakness and focus on improvement.

2.	Work on increasing student vocabulary at Tier I, Tier II and Tier III levels.  Tier I- Everyday speech words, Tier II words- general academic

words- determine, judge, evaluate, identify, etc.  Tier III- domain specific/content specific words like lava, igneous, house of representatives,

etc.

3.	Continue to develop writers through Lucy Calkins Units of Study, LDC and on demand practice at all grade levels.

4.	Practice more written answers (Extended and Short) in all content areas.

5.  Develop a Literacy Framework for the School with common strategies and practices after understanding of best practices in reading.

6. Look at students who aren't meeting growth and determine needs to increase number of students meeting growth.

7. Implement Leader in Me Leadership Binders at a new level and continue to increase parent awareness and involvement in school

activities.
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The Missing Piece 
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Introduction
 
This Missing Piece diagnostic is a comprehensive performance assessment tool that proposes specific school-level descriptors for the six

objectives of the Commissioner's Parent's Advisory Council.  They include provisions that every student in Kentucky will have a parent, or

another adult, who knows how to support that student's academic achievement. These objectives support Kentucky education laws as it

recognizes the importance of parent involvement (KRS 158.645) (KRS.160.345) (KRS 156.497) (KRS 158-031) (KRS 157.3175)
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Stakeholders

 

School staff engaged a variety of stakeholders when completing the Missing Piece Diagnostic 

 
What stakeholders (name and title) did you engage for the purpose of completing the Missing Piece diagnostic?   
 
All certified staff engage in the data analysis and in planning. SBDM are made informed of data analysis and are encouraged to give input as

well. 
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Relationship Building

 

School staff builds productive, personal relationships with parents of all their students. 

Overall Rating:  3.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. Parents report that school staff understands

and demonstrates how strong relationships with
parents contribute to effective teaching and
learning.

Parents report that school staff understands
and demonstrates how strong relationships with
parents contribute to effective teaching and
learning.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School staff implements systematic steps to

welcome the parents of new and English as-a-
Second-Language (ESL) students (for example,
using home visits, personal calls or letters,
open houses and/or other methods).

School staff implements systematic steps to
welcome the parents of new and ESL students
(for example, using home visits, personal calls
or letters, open houses, and/or other methods).

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Parents and other stakeholders report that they

are actively welcomed when they visit the
school.

Parents and other stakeholders report that they
are actively welcomed when they visit the
school.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff implements systematic steps to

encourage parents to attend school activities
and participate in decisions about their
children's learning.

School staff implements systematic steps to
encourage parents to attend school activities
and participate in decisions about their
children's learning.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School staff involves parents in personal

communication about their students' progress
at least once a month.

School staff involves parents in personal
communication about their students' progress
at least once a month.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. School staff completes needs assessment with

all parents to determine resources necessary
for their child's academic success.

School staff completes needs assessment with
all parents to determine resources necessary
for their child's academic success.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
7. All parents are asked for feedback on the

school's efforts to welcome and engage parents
and the feedback is used to improve the
school's efforts.

All parents are asked for feedback on school's
efforts to welcome and engage parents, and the
feedback is used to improve school's efforts.

Proficient
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Communications

 

Two-way information in many forms flows regularly between school staff and parents about students' academic achievement and individual

needs. 

Overall Rating:  3.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. School staff implements systematic efforts to

inform parents about academic goals, class
work, grades and homework for their children in
their home language. (For example, classroom
contracts, student assignment books,
homework websites, and online grade books).

School staff relies on one-way communication
in English to inform parents about academic
goals, class work, grades and homework. (For
example, newsletters, marquees, and
agendas.)

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School staff offers varied ways that parents can

share information with teachers about their
children's learning needs. (For example, phone
and e-mail contacts, offering parent
conferences, making home visits, or other
methods).

School staff offers varied ways that parents can
share information with teachers about their
children's learning needs. (For example, phone
and e-mail contacts, offering parent
conferences, and making home visits.)

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. School staff partners with community leaders

and organizations to build parent understanding
of academic expectations, school strategies,
and student achievement results.

School staff partners with community leaders
and organizations to build parent understanding
of academic expectations, school strategies,
and student achievement results.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff offers parents opportunities to

discuss school-wide achievement issues,
including assessment data, at least once a
semester.

District and school leadership ensure that
student achievement is discussed each
semester with all parents.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School staff implements systematic efforts to

maximize parent-teacher conference
participation. (For example, offering multiple
locations, convenient times, follow-up with
parents who do not reply to first notices, and
opportunities for student-led conferences).

School staff implements systematic efforts to
maximize parent-teacher conference
participation. (For example, offering multiple
locations, convenient times, follow-up with
parents who do not reply to first notices,
opportunities for student-led conferences.)

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. At least 50 percent of parents respond to

annual school and/or district stakeholder
surveys.

At least 50% of parents respond to annual
school and/or district stakeholder surveys.

Proficient
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Statement or Question Response Rating
7. Stakeholder survey data is consistently used to

plan school improvement efforts and to
evaluate their effectiveness.

Stakeholder survey data is consistently used to
plan school improvement efforts and to
evaluate their effectiveness.

Proficient
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Decision Making

 

School staff encourages, supports and expects parents to be involved in school improvement decisions and to monitor and assist school

improvement. 

Overall Rating:  2.57 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. The school staff offers professional learning

community opportunities, workshops, and easily
accessible written information to equip parents
for service on the SBDM council and
committees.

Parents elected to serve on school council and
some other parents who serve on SBDM
committees are invited to attend training offered
by school or district.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School council and committees facilitate broad

parent participation by actively recruiting
diverse membership, providing interpreters and
translated materials when needed, setting
convenient meeting times, and seeking wide
parent input. At least 40 percent of parents vote
in SBDM parent election.

School council and committees have some
parent members, may provide translators, meet
at time and place convenient to staff. Elections
are held at convenient times and are publicized,
but less than 20% of the parents vote in SBDM
parent election.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Parents on the SBDM council and committees

engage and mentor many other parents by
reporting to multiple groups and seeking input
through surveys, meetings, and varied other
methods.

School council seeks all parents' input and
mentors participation through multiple sources
and seeks all stakeholder groups' involvement.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. The school council adopts measurable

objectives and plans coherent strategies to
build authentic parent participation, and the
school council monitors the implementation and
impact of that work.

School council has some parent involvement
components and action items that deal with
specific academic areas. Little or no funding is
provided. Little or no implementation and
impact checking is done.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School council policies ensure active roles for

parents on SBDM council and committees, and
other groups making decisions about school
improvement.

School council policies ensure active roles for
parents on SBDM committees, in school
improvement planning, and also in decisions
about the education of their individual children.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. Parents report that they are treated as valued

partners on school leadership teams, SBDM
council and committees, the school council, and
other groups making decisions about school
improvement.

Parents report that they are treated as valued
partners on school leadership teams, SBDM
council and committees, and other groups
making decisions about school improvement.

Proficient
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Statement or Question Response Rating
7. School staff has a plan to identify new and

experienced parent leaders who support and
build capacity for parents to serve effectively on
the school council and committee work.

School staff provides opportunities for outgoing
parent council members to meet with new
parent council members to share knowledge of
serving on the council.

Apprentice
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Advocacy

 

For each student, school staff identifies and supports a parent or another adult who can take personal responsibility for understanding and

speaking for that child's learning needs. 

Overall Rating:  2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. School staff ensures every student has a parent

and/or another adult who knows how to
advocate, or speak up for them, regarding the
student's academic goals and individual needs.

School staff ensures every student has a parent
and/or another adult who knows how to
advocate, or speak up for them, regarding the
students academic goals and learning needs.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. Most parents participate actively in student led

conferences or other two-way communication
about meeting their child's individual learning
needs.

Most parents participate actively in student led
conferences or other two-way communication
about meeting their child's individual learning
needs.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Parents report participating actively and

effectively in required planning for individual
learning, for example, Individual Education
Plans, Individual Learning Plans, Gifted Student
Plans, 504 Plans, and intervention strategies to
ensure college readiness (Senate Bill 130).

Parents report participating actively and
effectively in required planning for individual
learning, for example, Individual Education
Plans, Individual Learning Plans, Gifted Student
Plans, 504 Plans, and intervention strategies to
ensure college readiness (Senate Bill 130.)

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff gives parents clear, complete

information on the procedures for resolving
concerns and filing complaints, and the council
reviews summary data on those complaints to
identify needed improvements.

Teachers handle parent complaints but
outcomes are not tracked or reported.

Novice

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School staff ensures that parents and

community members are well informed about
how to become educational advocates, or how
to access a trained educational advocate when
needed.

School staff ensures that parents and
community members are well informed about
how to become an educational advocate or how
to access an educational advocate when
needed.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. As students are identified by school staff as

having disabilities or performing at the novice
level, additional intentional steps are taken to
ensure that parents have the option to use a
trained advocate to assist them in speaking for
their child's needs.

Novice level students are identified by school
staff to receive targeted strategies for academic
improvement. Parents are informed of the
strategies but do not receive training on how to
use those strategies or how progress will be
measured.

Apprentice
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Learning Opportunities

 

School staff ensures that families have multiple learning opportunities to understand how to support their children's learning. 

Overall Rating:  2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. Parents have multiple opportunities to learn

about and discuss the following:
- Kentucky standards and expectations for all
students
- The school's curriculum, instructional
methods, and student services
- The school's decision-making process,
including opportunities for parents to participate
on SBDM councils and committees
- Their children's learning and development,
along with legal and practical options for
helping their children succeed, such the IEP
and/or ILP process
- Community resources to support learning
- Opportunities to participate in state and district
school improvement efforts, such as forums,
committees, and surveys

School provides open house and family nights
for some parents to learn about:
• Kentucky standards and expectations for all
students.
• School's curriculum, instructional methods,
and student services.
• School's decision-making process, including
opportunities for parents to participate on
councils and SBDM committees.
• Their children's learning and development,
along with legal and practical options for
helping their children succeed such as
participation in IEP and/or ILP process.
• Community resources to support learning.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School staff makes systematic use of written

communications (for example, newsletters,
websites, and bulletin boards) to help parents
understand their own children's progress and
the progress of the school.

School staff makes systematic use of written
communications (for example, newsletters,
Web sites, bulletin boards) to help parents
understand their own children's academic
progress and the progress of school.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. School staff displays proficient student work

with scoring guides to demonstrate academic
expectations to parents and students, and
updates the displays regularly.

School staff exhibits some student work with
scoring guide and proficient level work.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff offers parent workshops and

meetings in convenient locations to help
parents develop skills in supporting their
children's learning and the school's
improvement efforts.

School staff offers parent workshops or
meetings in convenient locations to help
parents develop skills in supporting their
children's learning and school's improvement
efforts.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. School council has a classroom observation

policy that welcomes families to visit all
classrooms.

School staff has posted council policy on
classroom visits, with access to all classrooms.

Distinguished
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Statement or Question Response Rating
6. School staff develops parent leaders who

contribute regularly to other parents'
understanding and who help meet other parent
learning needs.

There is little or no development of parent
leaders.

Novice
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Community Partnerships

 

School staff engages and partners with community members to plan and implement substantive work to improve student achievement. 

Overall Rating:  3.17 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. School leadership regularly shares information

on student achievement and involves business
and community leaders in school improvement
efforts.

School leadership regularly shares information
on student achievement and involves business
and community leaders in school improvement
efforts.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. School leadership develops partnerships with

several businesses, organizations, and
agencies to support student learning and create
mentors for students and parents.

Some teachers ensure that students participate
in programs within the community that are
linked to student learning.

Apprentice

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. School leadership collaborates with employers

to support parent and volunteer participation in
students' education.

School leadership collaborates with employers
to support parent and volunteer participation in
students' education.

Proficient

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. School staff collaborates with businesses,

organizations, and agencies to address
individual student needs and shares that
information with parents.

District and school staffs collaborate with all
willing organizations to support parents and
advocates in addressing individual student
needs.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
5. Parents make active use of the school's

resources and community resources and report
that they provide meaningful help to resolve
family challenges that could interfere with
student learning. (For example, FRYSC or Title
I coordinators connect family with community
resources and follow up.)

School staff and parents have seamless
integration of consistent and sustained family
support services from school and the
community to reduce student barriers to
learning.

Distinguished

Statement or Question Response Rating
6. School staff offers and publicizes community-

based learning activities aligned with the
curriculum, such as tutoring linked to the
curriculum and internships, for all students and
parents.

School staff offers and publicizes community-
based learning activities, such as tutoring linked
to the curriculum, for all students and parents.

Proficient
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Reflection

 

Reflect upon your responses to each of the Missing Piece objectives. 

 
Reflect upon your responses to each of the Missing Piece objectives.  
 
Areas of strength included: reducing barriers by connecting families with resources and following through, communicating opportunities and

progress to parents so they are aware of their child's progress and learning needs.  We also show strength in seeking outside business

sponsors, supports and programs.

 

To sustain these areas of strength, we must continue the strong program collaboration of FRYSC, Title I Parent Involvement, and Parent

Teacher Organization.  By combining these groups in collaborative projects, we get greater stakeholder involvement and more participation.

 

We also will continue our Leader in Me program at school that actively involves parents and students together in understanding their child's

progress through student led conferences twice a year and parent training nights in the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.  Currently, we

have an outside partnership with a local church group and a bank to sponsor an after school tutoring program, called the Learning Zone.  We

also work to have other partnerships with local businesses, such as Home Depot family nights, Lowes education grant, Kohl's Cares grant,

partnerships with art programs such as Musick Studios.  We hope to continue these partnerships and continue to build more with other local

businesses.

 

Areas needing improvement include parental involvement in decision making.  Although the school makes many efforts to involve parents,

we still struggle to get a good representation of all families when it comes to serving on committees.  We currently must actively recruit

people to run for SBDM, PTO, and FYSC committees.  We need to continue to educate families about the importance of these roles, how

they are important to the decisions made within the school and how to be involved.  We will begin education processes in early spring in our

school newsletters and begin discussions earlier of the positions available at our upcoming school events. 
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Report Summary

 

Scores By Section

Sections

1 2 3 4

Section Score

Relationship Building

Communications

Decision Making

Advocacy

Learning Opportunities

Community Partnerships

3

3

2.57

2.5

2.5

3.17
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Introduction
 
The responses should be brief, descriptive, and appropriate for the specific section. It is recommended that the responses are written offline

and then transferred into the sections below.
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Improvement Planning Process

 

Improvement Planning Process 

 
Describe the process used to engage a variety of stakeholders in the development of the institution's improvement plan. Include

information on how stakeholders were selected and informed of their roles, and how meetings were scheduled to accommodate

them.  
 
SBDM parents and PTO parents were informed of the upcoming meetings to complete data analysis and design of the school improvement

plan, with data analysis taking place primarily after school hours or during lunch periods.  All stakeholders were informed of the process we

would take and the data to be looked at.  Certified members were assigned specific areas of data to look at and parents and other

stakeholders were invited to attended analysis and planning sessions. 
 
 
Describe the representations from stakeholder groups that participated in the development of the improvement plan and their

responsibilities in this process. 
 
SBDM and PTO members did not attend the meetings, and all members noted that they had full confidence in the certified staff in completing

the data analysis and looking at the recommendations.

 

Certified staff members were responsible for data analysis in a variety of areas, including Ky Tell Survey, KPREP, MAP (local data), and

Program review information.  By using a data analysis process learned in Race to the Top training by GRREC the previous year,

stakeholders came up with hypotheses and needs.  A list was then created of strategies and discussion held on the best ones of focus that

should be included in the plan. 
 
 
Explain how the final improvement plan was communicated to all stakeholders, and the method and frequency in which

stakeholders receive information on its progress.  
 
The final improvement plan was communicated to SBDM, FRYSC, and certified staff members in various meetings.  Progress notes are

reported at least 3 times- spring, fall and final (winter). 
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KDE Assurances - School  
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Introduction
 
KDE Assurances - School 
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Assurances

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment

The school conducted a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data for all students and
assessed the needs of the school relative to
each of the schoolwide program components.

Yes The  school completed a
comprehensive needs
assessment by looking at a
variety of data and using the data
analysis process learned in PD
through Race to the Top and Kid
Friendly Learning Project.  Our
school consistently looks at data
through the PLC process.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Core Academic
Programs

The school planned and developed Schoolwide
researchbased instructional reform strategies to
strengthen the core academic program,
increase the amount and quality of learning
time, and provide additional support to all
students.

Yes Each grade level schedule
reflects appropriate instructional
strategies and time as well as
interventions.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Preschool
Transition

The school planned preschool transition
strategies and the implementation process.

Yes Preschool teachers schedule
needed transition meetings for
IEP students and have
conversational meetings about
students and groupings with K
teacher and principal.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Research-based
Strategies

The school planned and developed schoolwide
researchbased instructional strategies that
provide additional instruction for students
experiencing the greatest degree of difficulty
mastering the state's academic achievement
standards.

Yes Students performing below grade
level recieve interventions as
needed.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified
Teachers

The school planned strategies to recruit and
retain highly qualified teachers.

Yes We use our School Recruiter
system within out district and use
the Teacher Perciever screener
in the process as well as
intensive interviews and
screenings.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified The school planned instruction by

paraprofessionals who meet the requirements
of NCLB and teachers who are Highly Qualified
under NCLB.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Title I, Part A
Schoolwide Funds

The  school allocated and spent Title I, Part A
Schoolwide funds only on allowable programs
and activities and maintained appropriate
financial records in this regard on  its Title I,
Part A programs and activities.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Parental
Involvement

The school planned or developed strategies to
increase parental involvement in the design,
implementation, evaluation and communication
of assessment results of the Schoolwide
activities, which included  the development and
implementation of a Parent Compact and a
Parent Involvement Policy.

Yes We have a parent compact and
involvement policy, we
collaborate our sources with
FRYSC, Title I and PTO to
increase parent involvement and
offer special activities to involve
parents with their children.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Planning

The school incorporated the ten schoolwide
planning criteria into the existing school
improvement planning process.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school planned or provided appropriate
professional development activities for staff
members who will be serving students.

Yes CSIP reflects new professional
development needs based on
data analysis and teacher
observations in TPGES.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Plan

The school an annual evaluation that addresses
the implementation of the comprehensive plan
and student achievement results that will inform
changes when needed.

Yes Meetings are held with faculty
and SBDM about evaluation and
progress of implementation of
CSIP in spring, fall, and winter.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Needs Assessment

The school conducted a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data, and established
objective criteria for identifying eligible Title I
students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Instructional
Strategies

The school planned and developed research
based instructional strategies to support and
assist identified students.

Yes Teachers and administrators
meet in PLCs to discuss
resources provided to identified
students and whether or not the
resources are working.
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned targeted assistance
activities for identified students that coordinated
and integrate with other federal, state, and local
programs.

Yes These programs include Title I
and ESS.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned targeted assistance
activities for identified students that coordinate
with and support the regular educational
program so identified students have access to
both.

Yes Yes, ESS daytime waiver is an
example as well as use of
Schoolwide Title I funds.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Activities

The school planned activities to coordinate and
integrate with other federal, state, and local
programs.

Yes
Example:  Title I Parent
Involvement, FRC and Race to
the Top Funding and staff all
coordinate to provide family
activities and supporting
resources.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Schoolwide
Activities

The school planned activities that coordinate
with and support the regular educational
program.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Activities

The school planned or developed strategies to
monitor and evaluate the success of targeted
assistance activities with the identified students
and will use the results of the evaluation to
inform and improve instructional strategies and
professional development activities.

Yes Teachers meet to look at
progress on targeted assistance
and adjust as needed through
PLC work.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Highly Qualified The  school assigned paraprofessionals who

met the requirements of Highly Qualified under
ESEA to work with targeted assistance
programs and activities.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Federal Program
Funds

The school allocated and spent federal program
funds only on programs and activities for
identified eligible students.  The school
maintained appropriate financial records on  its
Title I, Part A programs and activities.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Parental
Involvement

The school planned or developed strategies to
increase parental involvement in the design,
implementation, and evaluation of the targeted
assistance activities, which included the
implementation of a Parent Compact and a
Parent Involvement Policy.

Yes We have a parent compact and
involvement policy.  We also
collaborate through FRYSC, Title
I School Wide, and PTO to work
to increase parent involvement.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Targeted
Assistance
Planning

The school incorporated the eight Targeted
Assistance planning components into the
existing school improvement planning process.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school planned or provided appropriate
professional development activities for staff
members who serve identified Title I students.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Comprehensive
Improvement Plan

The school planned an annual evaluation that
addressed the implementation of the
comprehensive plan and student achievement
results that informed changes when needed.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Transparency The current school year Comprehensive School

Improvement Plan (CSIP) is available for
stakeholders to examine on our school website
and linked to our district website. (provide the
website link below)

Yes dcps.org

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Teacher Quality The school notifies parents when their

child(ren) are taught for four or more
consecutive weeks by teachers who are not
highly qualified

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Professional
Development

The school provides professional development
for staff based on a comprehensive needs
assessment, which included a review of
academic achievement data and additional
criteria, to ensure all students are college and
career ready.

Yes
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Ranking Report The school ensures that if the Title I Ranking

Report lists counselors, nurses, media
specialist or “other” staff for the school, there is
documentation indicating this need in order to
improve student achievement.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educators The school ensures that all para-educators with

instructional duties are under the direct
supervision of a highly qualified classroom
teacher and providing instruction rather than
clerical work.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educators The school ensures that all para-educators with

instructional duties that involve targeted
students are under the direct supervision of a
highly qualified classroom teacher and
providing instruction rather than clerical work.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educator Non-
Instructional Duties

The school ensures that there is a schedule of
non-instructional duties for paraeducators
demonstrating that the duties are on a limited
basis only

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Para-educator Non-
Instructional Duties

The school scheduled non-instructional duties
for para-educators working with targeted
students demonstrating that the duties are on a
limited basis only

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Cap Size
Requirements

The school met its cap size requirements
without using Title I funds.

No Title I funds were used to
purchase a K teacher to reduce
cap size in K. Configurations did
not allow for another teacher
without use of Title I funding.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Cap Size
Requirements

The school met its cap size requirements
without using Title II funds.

Yes
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Compliance and Accountability - Elementary

Schools 
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Introduction
 
The process of Improvement Planning in Kentucky is used as the means of determining how schools and districts will plan to ensure that

students reach proficiency and beyond by 2015.  The process focuses school and district improvement efforts on student needs by bringing

together all stakeholders to plan for improvement, by focusing planning efforts on priority needs and closing achievement gaps between

subgroups of students, by building upon school and district capacity for high quality planning, and by making connections between the funds

that flow into the district and the priority needs in schools.

Your school’s plans for improvement must be based on careful and honest analysis of data, address all content areas, and clearly address

gaps in student achievement. 
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Planning and Accountability Requirements

 

 

 
The school has identified specific strategies to address areas for improvement identified in the TELL KY Survey results. 
 
Goal 1:

Student and Staff Leadership Development 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to  become a Leader in Me Lighthouse School and model school there after by 03/06/2015 as measured by the review provided

by  the Covey Foundation. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Arts and Humanities Integration  - Arts and Humanities will be planned as an elective class during a 9 week period.

Category: Integrated Methods for Learning

Research Cited: Hattie Meta Analyses p. 144 notes that studying the arts may lead to greater engagement in schooling, which in turn leads

to greater academic achievement. 
 

 
Strategy2:

Leader in Me Continued Implementation - Teachers and staff will continue to work with the Covey Foundation to become a Leader in Me

Lighthouse School through trainings and individualized school design for implementation.

Category:

Research Cited: Research from elementary schools across the globe show increase in three major areas as a result of implementation of the

Leader in Me:  core academics, 21st century life skills, and culture.  A.B. Combs Elementary School, the inaugural Leader in Me school, had

test scores in academics rise from 87%  to 94% of all students passing end of grade test in only the first full year of implementation. (The

Leader in Me by Stephen R. Covey) 
 

Activity - Arts and Humanities
Elective for Sharpen the Saw

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Sorgho will organize one 9 week
session of Sharpen the Saw time
as electives centered around
studying and creating work in an
arts and humanities area.  This 9
week session will include rubrics
and offer opportunities for self
assessment.

Academic
Support
Program

10/19/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 - Grant
Funds

Principal, FRC
coordinator, PE and
Music Teacher,
Teachers
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Goal 2:

Combined Reading and Math Proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to increase the average combined reading and math proficiency target from 65.6% to 68.9% by 05/31/2015 as measured by K-

PREP. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Instructional Planning, Delivery and Reflection - Through TPGES, OPGES, PPGES,  faculty meetings, and PLC meetings, certified staff will

continue to develop in professional practices to increase student achievement.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Marzano and the DuFours consistently discuss the importance of focused instruction on common goals and measurement of

those goals.  The Dufours write, "The premise that every teacher must know what he or she must teach and what students must learn is

found in virtually every school improvement model." (Learning by Doing, p. 50) Marzano states, "The first school-level factor that has the

greatest impact on student achievement is providing students with a guaranteed and viable curriculum." (What Works in Schools, p. 22)  
 

Activity - Seven Habits
Implementation

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and staff will continue
to  implement the Leader in Me
process at Sorgho through
embedding the Seven Habits into
instruction and daily activities to
create a ubiquitous environment.
Core Lighthouse team will meet
with Lighthouse Coach from
Covey Foundation to report on
progress towards implementation
goals and work with staff to make
adjustments as needed. Formal
Review from the Franklin Covey
Team will take place in early
February and final reports
delivered by March 6th. Once
Lighthouse Status is reached,
Sorgho will continue to implement
Leader in Me and be a model
school that mentors other schools
in the process through site visits
and Leadership Days.

Academic
Support
Program

07/22/2013 12/11/2015 $3000 - Race to the
Top

Principal, Core
Lighthouse Team
Members, Staff
members

Activity - Analyze Data Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Data from KY TELL survey and
FRYSC Surveys will be analyzed
in Lighthouse Leader in Me
Meetings, Faculty meetings, and
FRC Council meetings to
determine further needs with
behavior program, positive school
culture, parent involvement and
leadership development.
Activities will be planned and
implemented based on this
analysis.

Behavioral
Support
Program

01/03/2015 12/11/2015 $3000 - Other
$1000 - FRYSC

Principal,
Lighthouse Core
Team, FRC
Coordinator
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Narrative:

In using Ky Tell Survey data, the Student and Staff Leadership Component with Leader in Me Lighthouse status continues to help increase

staff in the decision-making progress, something noted as area to continue to develop in the last Ky-Tell Survey. In Leader in Me, staff

members belong to an Action Committee in which they take on leadership roles and decisions on certain aspects of the school culture,

including staff collaboration, school environment, parent involvement, data tracking, etc. 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the average combined reading and math K-Prep proficiency scores. 
 
Goal 1:

Unbridled Learning Status 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to achieve a minimum of Proficient status by 05/31/2015 as measured by Unbridled Learning:  College/Career Readiness for All

state accountability systems. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Responding to Learning - Teachers will increase their knowledge about the importance of students responding to their learning in written

form and learn types of feedback that are most effective in increasing student learning.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Visible Learning Meta-Analyses Hattie p. 177- "If feedback is directed at the right level it can assist students to comprehend,

engage, or develop effective strategies to process the information intended...feedback needs to be clear, purposeful, meaningful and

compatible with students' prior knowledge and proved logical connections."

Results Now- Schmoker p. 96-"The dramatic writing-improvement  stories I have learned of and written about were a result of lessons that

included continuous explanation, examples, practice, and feedback...including self-feedback...where students were taught, carefully and

explicitly how to use rubrics to evaluate their own work." 
 

Activity - T-PGES
/OPGES/PPGES training,
implementation, and evaluation
procedures

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All certified staff will participate in
their area of work for evaluation
effectiveness:  TPGES, OPGES
(pilot), and PPGES.  By
participating in the evaluation
process set by state and district
guidelines, student achievement
is impacted from professional
improvement of certified staff.

Professional
Learning 08/06/2014 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers, Other
Certified
Professionals
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Goal 2:

GAP Group Achievement 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to increase achievement for all student groups in school so that the achievement gap decreases from 47% to 60.5% of students

not reaching proficiency by 05/31/2015 as measured by K-PREP. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Targeting GAP students - Teachers will target GAP students by identifying missing conceptual understandings through multiple assessments

followed by instructional groupings to impact achievement.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Visible Learning Meta Analyses p. 95 notes that small group learning for short periods of time based on needs and

completion of task can increase student achievement. 
 

 
Goal 3:

Combined Reading and Math Proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to increase the average combined reading and math proficiency target from 65.6% to 68.9% by 05/31/2015 as measured by K-

PREP. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Instructional Planning, Delivery and Reflection - Through TPGES, OPGES, PPGES,  faculty meetings, and PLC meetings, certified staff will

Activity - Response to Student
Answers and Feedback

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After receiving training on best
feedback practices and
techniques for questioning,
students will participate in written
responses and chart their
performance, with the eventual
goal of self assessment.
Teachers will provide meaningful
feedback to promote student
achievement through rubrics and
scoring criteria.

Direct
Instruction 01/20/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 - General

Fund
Staff developer,
teachers, principal

Activity - GAP Analysis Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will take current units of
math study and analyze pre-test
and MAP Rit Bands to
understand areas of focus,
particularly for middle percentile
(50-75%) students.  This will lead
to more focused instruction for
student achievement.

Academic
Support
Program

01/21/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 - GRECC
Race to the Top

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers
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continue to develop in professional practices to increase student achievement.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Marzano and the DuFours consistently discuss the importance of focused instruction on common goals and measurement of

those goals.  The Dufours write, "The premise that every teacher must know what he or she must teach and what students must learn is

found in virtually every school improvement model." (Learning by Doing, p. 50) Marzano states, "The first school-level factor that has the

greatest impact on student achievement is providing students with a guaranteed and viable curriculum." (What Works in Schools, p. 22)  
 

 
 
 
All children were screened for kindergarten readiness.

 

 
 
Goal 1:

MAP 80/80--Growth in Reading 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

64% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in English Language Arts by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures

of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Literacy Framework - Sorgho School staff will participate in professional learning communities, professional development, faculty meetings,

etc. to learn about best practices in reading instruction.  A literacy framework of common instructional practices will then be implemented to

promote student achievement in reading.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: Visible Learning by John Hattie p. 129- 141 notes strategies for reading with highest effects and notes that a literacy

framework that first attends to the visual and auditory perceptual skills followed by a combination of vocabulary, comprehension, and phonics

instruction with repeated reading opportunities is the most powerful set of instructional methods. 
 

Activity - T-PGES
/OPGES/PPGES training,
implementation, and evaluation
procedures

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All certified staff will participate in
their area of work for evaluation
effectiveness:  TPGES, OPGES
(pilot), and PPGES.  By
participating in the evaluation
process set by state and district
guidelines, student achievement
is impacted from professional
improvement of certified staff.

Professional
Learning 08/06/2014 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers, Other
Certified
Professionals
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Goal 2:

MAP 80/80--Growth in Math 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

77% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of

Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Embedded Instruction - By embedding multiple math standards throughout instruction, students will gain permanent knowledge. This will be

done through our continued use and purchase of the Number Corner and Bridges math programs.

Category:

Research Cited: According to William N. Bender in Differentiating Math Instruction:  Strategies that Work for K-8 Classrooms, "Teachers

should be teaching the same content numberous times, in a variety of ways, using novel teaching approaches that capture students'

attention, and offer a variety of learning opportunities tied to various intelligences."  Additionally, he states, "Because students learn best

when presented with the same concept repeatedly in various contexts, the big ideas within the mathematics  curriculum whould be

repeatedly stressed in different contexts." 
 

 
Goal 3:

MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Reading 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

78% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in English Language Arts by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of

Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Vocabulary Instruction - By implementing specific vocabulary instruction and research based instructional practices, students will increase

Activity - Best Practices in
Reading

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will participate in PLCs,
faculty meetings, teacher
observations, and professional
development to better understand
the best practices of reading
instruction to promote student
achievement in reading.

Professional
Learning 01/09/2015 12/11/2015 $1500 - GRECC

Race to the Top
Principal, staff
developer, teachers

Activity - Implementation of
Number Corner and Bridges

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Sorgho staff will continue to
implement Number Corner and
Bridges math at K, P1 and P2.  In
2014-2015, we will purchase and
implement the strategies at P3.

Direct
Instruction 01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $4500 - Title I

Schoolwide
Staff Developer,
Teachers
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vocabulary in all Tiers of language, thus improving student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Robert J. Marzano's "What Works in Schools"  supports the increase in vocabulary as a way to increase student

acheivement:  "The relationship between vocabulary knowledge and academic achievement is also well established....William Nagy and

Patricia Herman (1984) estimated the difference to be anywhere between 4,500 and 5,400 words for low versus high-achievement students." 
 

 
Goal 4:

MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Math 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

78% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of Academic

Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Data Analysis - Teachers will participate in MAP data analysis to determine specific needs of students.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: In Learning By Doing  by Richard and Rebecca DuFour, they state from research, "Schools and districts that focus on

results by creating specific learning goals for students and monitoring learning on a timely, systematic basis are more effective in raising

student achievement."  (p.150). 
 

 
Narrative:

All kindergarten students are screened using Brigance readiness skills, the reports are analyzed by both kindergarten and preschool

teachers to indicate areas of need for continued growth.  The readiness screenings also help teachers get a starting point for individualized

planning at the start of the school year in reading and math. 

 
The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of students who are Kindergarten ready 
 

Activity - Vocabulary
Instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will recieve professional
development on best practices in
increasing student vocabulary
then implement in direct
instruction in the classroom.

Direct
Instruction 02/06/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Activity - Differentiated
Instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After completing MAP data
boards analysis from Winter MAP
testing, teachers will identify
students in the 50-75%ile for
weakest areas and make a plan
for instruction to improve student
achievement in weakest areas of
performance.

Direct
Instruction 01/14/2015 05/22/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers
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Goal 1:

MAP 80/80--Growth in Math 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

77% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of

Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Embedded Instruction - By embedding multiple math standards throughout instruction, students will gain permanent knowledge. This will be

done through our continued use and purchase of the Number Corner and Bridges math programs.

Category:

Research Cited: According to William N. Bender in Differentiating Math Instruction:  Strategies that Work for K-8 Classrooms, "Teachers

should be teaching the same content numberous times, in a variety of ways, using novel teaching approaches that capture students'

attention, and offer a variety of learning opportunities tied to various intelligences."  Additionally, he states, "Because students learn best

when presented with the same concept repeatedly in various contexts, the big ideas within the mathematics  curriculum whould be

repeatedly stressed in different contexts." 
 

 
Goal 2:

MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Reading 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

78% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in English Language Arts by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of

Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Vocabulary Instruction - By implementing specific vocabulary instruction and research based instructional practices, students will increase

vocabulary in all Tiers of language, thus improving student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Robert J. Marzano's "What Works in Schools"  supports the increase in vocabulary as a way to increase student

acheivement:  "The relationship between vocabulary knowledge and academic achievement is also well established....William Nagy and

Patricia Herman (1984) estimated the difference to be anywhere between 4,500 and 5,400 words for low versus high-achievement students." 
 

Activity - Implementation of
Number Corner and Bridges

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Sorgho staff will continue to
implement Number Corner and
Bridges math at K, P1 and P2.  In
2014-2015, we will purchase and
implement the strategies at P3.

Direct
Instruction 01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $4500 - Title I

Schoolwide
Staff Developer,
Teachers
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Goal 3:

MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Math 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

78% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of Academic

Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Data Analysis - Teachers will participate in MAP data analysis to determine specific needs of students.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: In Learning By Doing  by Richard and Rebecca DuFour, they state from research, "Schools and districts that focus on

results by creating specific learning goals for students and monitoring learning on a timely, systematic basis are more effective in raising

student achievement."  (p.150). 
 

 
Narrative:

Currently, our preschool that is both fee and need based, works closely with the teachers to ensure students are kindergarten ready,

including understanding expectations, helping with transition meetings for students with high needs, and assessing thoroughly with Teaching

Strategies Gold to ensure kindergarten readiness.

 

Through Race to the Top Funding, we were also able to provide registered kindergarten students with a "readiness" bag to help prepare

them for kindergarten.  The bag included a DVD to help reinforce letters and sounds, a book of activities to complete with a parent, and

books to read.  Families that returned some of the activities completed received an award from FRYSC. 

 
The school identified specific K-3 strategies to increase the average 3rd grade math and reading combined K-Prep proficiency

scores.  
 
Goal 1:

MAP 80/80--Growth in Reading 

Activity - Vocabulary
Instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will recieve professional
development on best practices in
increasing student vocabulary
then implement in direct
instruction in the classroom.

Direct
Instruction 02/06/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Activity - Differentiated
Instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After completing MAP data
boards analysis from Winter MAP
testing, teachers will identify
students in the 50-75%ile for
weakest areas and make a plan
for instruction to improve student
achievement in weakest areas of
performance.

Direct
Instruction 01/14/2015 05/22/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers
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Measurable Objective 1:

64% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in English Language Arts by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures

of Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Literacy Framework - Sorgho School staff will participate in professional learning communities, professional development, faculty meetings,

etc. to learn about best practices in reading instruction.  A literacy framework of common instructional practices will then be implemented to

promote student achievement in reading.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: Visible Learning by John Hattie p. 129- 141 notes strategies for reading with highest effects and notes that a literacy

framework that first attends to the visual and auditory perceptual skills followed by a combination of vocabulary, comprehension, and phonics

instruction with repeated reading opportunities is the most powerful set of instructional methods. 
 

 
Goal 2:

MAP 80/80--Growth in Math 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

77% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of one year's growth in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of

Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Embedded Instruction - By embedding multiple math standards throughout instruction, students will gain permanent knowledge. This will be

done through our continued use and purchase of the Number Corner and Bridges math programs.

Category:

Research Cited: According to William N. Bender in Differentiating Math Instruction:  Strategies that Work for K-8 Classrooms, "Teachers

should be teaching the same content numberous times, in a variety of ways, using novel teaching approaches that capture students'

attention, and offer a variety of learning opportunities tied to various intelligences."  Additionally, he states, "Because students learn best

when presented with the same concept repeatedly in various contexts, the big ideas within the mathematics  curriculum whould be

repeatedly stressed in different contexts." 
 

Activity - Best Practices in
Reading

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will participate in PLCs,
faculty meetings, teacher
observations, and professional
development to better understand
the best practices of reading
instruction to promote student
achievement in reading.

Professional
Learning 01/09/2015 12/11/2015 $1500 - GRECC

Race to the Top
Principal, staff
developer, teachers
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Goal 3:

MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Reading 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

78% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in English Language Arts by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of

Academic Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Vocabulary Instruction - By implementing specific vocabulary instruction and research based instructional practices, students will increase

vocabulary in all Tiers of language, thus improving student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Robert J. Marzano's "What Works in Schools"  supports the increase in vocabulary as a way to increase student

acheivement:  "The relationship between vocabulary knowledge and academic achievement is also well established....William Nagy and

Patricia Herman (1984) estimated the difference to be anywhere between 4,500 and 5,400 words for low versus high-achievement students." 
 

 
Goal 4:

MAP 80/80--On Grade Level in Math 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

78% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  of on grade level in Mathematics by 05/31/2015 as measured by Measures of Academic

Progress (MAP) assessment. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Data Analysis - Teachers will participate in MAP data analysis to determine specific needs of students.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: In Learning By Doing  by Richard and Rebecca DuFour, they state from research, "Schools and districts that focus on

results by creating specific learning goals for students and monitoring learning on a timely, systematic basis are more effective in raising

student achievement."  (p.150). 

Activity - Implementation of
Number Corner and Bridges

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Sorgho staff will continue to
implement Number Corner and
Bridges math at K, P1 and P2.  In
2014-2015, we will purchase and
implement the strategies at P3.

Direct
Instruction 01/05/2015 12/18/2015 $4500 - Title I

Schoolwide
Staff Developer,
Teachers

Activity - Vocabulary
Instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will recieve professional
development on best practices in
increasing student vocabulary
then implement in direct
instruction in the classroom.

Direct
Instruction 02/06/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers
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Goal 5:

Student and Staff Leadership Development 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to  become a Leader in Me Lighthouse School and model school there after by 03/06/2015 as measured by the review provided

by  the Covey Foundation. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Leader in Me Continued Implementation - Teachers and staff will continue to work with the Covey Foundation to become a Leader in Me

Lighthouse School through trainings and individualized school design for implementation.

Category:

Research Cited: Research from elementary schools across the globe show increase in three major areas as a result of implementation of the

Leader in Me:  core academics, 21st century life skills, and culture.  A.B. Combs Elementary School, the inaugural Leader in Me school, had

test scores in academics rise from 87%  to 94% of all students passing end of grade test in only the first full year of implementation. (The

Leader in Me by Stephen R. Covey) 
 

Activity - Differentiated
Instruction

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After completing MAP data
boards analysis from Winter MAP
testing, teachers will identify
students in the 50-75%ile for
weakest areas and make a plan
for instruction to improve student
achievement in weakest areas of
performance.

Direct
Instruction 01/14/2015 05/22/2015 $0 - No Funding

Required

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers

Activity - Seven Habits
Implementation

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and staff will continue
to  implement the Leader in Me
process at Sorgho through
embedding the Seven Habits into
instruction and daily activities to
create a ubiquitous environment.
Core Lighthouse team will meet
with Lighthouse Coach from
Covey Foundation to report on
progress towards implementation
goals and work with staff to make
adjustments as needed. Formal
Review from the Franklin Covey
Team will take place in early
February and final reports
delivered by March 6th. Once
Lighthouse Status is reached,
Sorgho will continue to implement
Leader in Me and be a model
school that mentors other schools
in the process through site visits
and Leadership Days.

Academic
Support
Program

07/22/2013 12/11/2015 $3000 - Race to the
Top

Principal, Core
Lighthouse Team
Members, Staff
members
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Goal 6:

Combined Reading and Math Proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to increase the average combined reading and math proficiency target from 65.6% to 68.9% by 05/31/2015 as measured by K-

PREP. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Instructional Planning, Delivery and Reflection - Through TPGES, OPGES, PPGES,  faculty meetings, and PLC meetings, certified staff will

continue to develop in professional practices to increase student achievement.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Marzano and the DuFours consistently discuss the importance of focused instruction on common goals and measurement of

those goals.  The Dufours write, "The premise that every teacher must know what he or she must teach and what students must learn is

found in virtually every school improvement model." (Learning by Doing, p. 50) Marzano states, "The first school-level factor that has the

greatest impact on student achievement is providing students with a guaranteed and viable curriculum." (What Works in Schools, p. 22)  
 

 
Narrative:

To support K-3 work in increasing the number of proficient at P3, the plan is to:

-build a literacy framework through learning best practices in reading

-continue to implement Number Corner and Bridges K-2 and purchase for P3 in the Fall of 2015

Activity - Analyze Data Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Data from KY TELL survey and
FRYSC Surveys will be analyzed
in Lighthouse Leader in Me
Meetings, Faculty meetings, and
FRC Council meetings to
determine further needs with
behavior program, positive school
culture, parent involvement and
leadership development.
Activities will be planned and
implemented based on this
analysis.

Behavioral
Support
Program

01/03/2015 12/11/2015 $3000 - Other
$1000 - FRYSC

Principal,
Lighthouse Core
Team, FRC
Coordinator

Activity - T-PGES
/OPGES/PPGES training,
implementation, and evaluation
procedures

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All certified staff will participate in
their area of work for evaluation
effectiveness:  TPGES, OPGES
(pilot), and PPGES.  By
participating in the evaluation
process set by state and district
guidelines, student achievement
is impacted from professional
improvement of certified staff.

Professional
Learning 08/06/2014 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers, Other
Certified
Professionals
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-increase written responses and feedback schoolwide 

 
The school identified specific strategies to address subgroup achievement gaps. 
 
Goal 1:

Unbridled Learning Status 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to achieve a minimum of Proficient status by 05/31/2015 as measured by Unbridled Learning:  College/Career Readiness for All

state accountability systems. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Responding to Learning - Teachers will increase their knowledge about the importance of students responding to their learning in written

form and learn types of feedback that are most effective in increasing student learning.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Visible Learning Meta-Analyses Hattie p. 177- "If feedback is directed at the right level it can assist students to comprehend,

engage, or develop effective strategies to process the information intended...feedback needs to be clear, purposeful, meaningful and

compatible with students' prior knowledge and proved logical connections."

Results Now- Schmoker p. 96-"The dramatic writing-improvement  stories I have learned of and written about were a result of lessons that

included continuous explanation, examples, practice, and feedback...including self-feedback...where students were taught, carefully and

explicitly how to use rubrics to evaluate their own work." 
 

 
Strategy2:

Knowledge of Content - Teachers will work collaboratively to study and align new standards of content areas in order to help students reach

proficiency.

Category: Professional Learning & Support

Research Cited: In Results Now, Schmoker notes, "a guaranteed and viable curriculum" is essential to student achievement (p.39). 
 

Activity - Response to Student
Answers and Feedback

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

After receiving training on best
feedback practices and
techniques for questioning,
students will participate in written
responses and chart their
performance, with the eventual
goal of self assessment.
Teachers will provide meaningful
feedback to promote student
achievement through rubrics and
scoring criteria.

Direct
Instruction 01/20/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 - General

Fund
Staff developer,
teachers, principal
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Goal 2:

GAP Group Achievement 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to increase achievement for all student groups in school so that the achievement gap decreases from 47% to 60.5% of students

not reaching proficiency by 05/31/2015 as measured by K-PREP. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Targeting GAP students - Teachers will target GAP students by identifying missing conceptual understandings through multiple assessments

followed by instructional groupings to impact achievement.

Category: Continuous Improvement

Research Cited: Visible Learning Meta Analyses p. 95 notes that small group learning for short periods of time based on needs and

completion of task can increase student achievement. 
 

 
Strategy2:

Parent and Community Engagement - Principal will collaborate with district and community members to promote positive school and

community relations.

Category: Stakeholder Engagement

Research Cited: Ruby Payne 
 

Activity - PD on new standards Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will participate in
gaining understanding and
alignment of and implementation
plan for Next Generation Science
Standards and new Social
Studies Standards to improve
student achievement.

Professional
Learning 02/02/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 - General

Fund
Principal, staff
developer, teachers

Activity - GAP Analysis Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will take current units of
math study and analyze pre-test
and MAP Rit Bands to
understand areas of focus,
particularly for middle percentile
(50-75%) students.  This will lead
to more focused instruction for
student achievement.

Academic
Support
Program

01/21/2015 05/08/2015 $1000 - GRECC
Race to the Top

Principal, Staff
Developer,
Teachers
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The school identified specific strategies to increase the percentage of distinguished programs in the arts and humanities, PL/CS

and writing. 
 
Goal 1:

Student and Staff Leadership Development 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to  become a Leader in Me Lighthouse School and model school there after by 03/06/2015 as measured by the review provided

by  the Covey Foundation. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Arts and Humanities Integration  - Arts and Humanities will be planned as an elective class during a 9 week period.

Category: Integrated Methods for Learning

Research Cited: Hattie Meta Analyses p. 144 notes that studying the arts may lead to greater engagement in schooling, which in turn leads

to greater academic achievement. 
 

 
Strategy2:

Leader in Me Continued Implementation - Teachers and staff will continue to work with the Covey Foundation to become a Leader in Me

Lighthouse School through trainings and individualized school design for implementation.

Category:

Research Cited: Research from elementary schools across the globe show increase in three major areas as a result of implementation of the

Leader in Me:  core academics, 21st century life skills, and culture.  A.B. Combs Elementary School, the inaugural Leader in Me school, had

test scores in academics rise from 87%  to 94% of all students passing end of grade test in only the first full year of implementation. (The

Activity - Sorgho Community
Awareness Initiative

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

A group of school, district, and
community members will meet as
needed to discuss community
issues and design activities to
promote parent and community
involvement and evaluate impact
of these efforts. Family Resource
Coordinator will collaborate with
PTO to provide at least bi-
monthly opportunities for parent
involvement at school.

Community
Engagement 01/05/2015 12/18/2015

$500 - FRYSC
$500 - Title I
Schoolwide

Principal, Family
Resource
Coordinator, PTO
Board, Ceritfied
Staff Members

Activity - Arts and Humanities
Elective for Sharpen the Saw

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Sorgho will organize one 9 week
session of Sharpen the Saw time
as electives centered around
studying and creating work in an
arts and humanities area.  This 9
week session will include rubrics
and offer opportunities for self
assessment.

Academic
Support
Program

10/19/2015 12/18/2015 $1000 - Grant
Funds

Principal, FRC
coordinator, PE and
Music Teacher,
Teachers
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Leader in Me by Stephen R. Covey) 
 

 

 
Narrative:

Currently, our Leader in Me program is helping improve our scores in program reviews as we are increasing the number of art, practical

living/health, humanities, and character education experiences through our development of the 7 habits, especially through our sharpen the

saw and wildly important goals initiatives. 

Activity - Analyze Data Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Data from KY TELL survey and
FRYSC Surveys will be analyzed
in Lighthouse Leader in Me
Meetings, Faculty meetings, and
FRC Council meetings to
determine further needs with
behavior program, positive school
culture, parent involvement and
leadership development.
Activities will be planned and
implemented based on this
analysis.

Behavioral
Support
Program

01/03/2015 12/11/2015 $1000 - FRYSC
$3000 - Other

Principal,
Lighthouse Core
Team, FRC
Coordinator

Activity - Seven Habits
Implementation

Activity
Type Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers and staff will continue
to  implement the Leader in Me
process at Sorgho through
embedding the Seven Habits into
instruction and daily activities to
create a ubiquitous environment.
Core Lighthouse team will meet
with Lighthouse Coach from
Covey Foundation to report on
progress towards implementation
goals and work with staff to make
adjustments as needed. Formal
Review from the Franklin Covey
Team will take place in early
February and final reports
delivered by March 6th. Once
Lighthouse Status is reached,
Sorgho will continue to implement
Leader in Me and be a model
school that mentors other schools
in the process through site visits
and Leadership Days.

Academic
Support
Program

07/22/2013 12/11/2015 $3000 - Race to the
Top

Principal, Core
Lighthouse Team
Members, Staff
members
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